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Abstract: Population growth (PG) is one of the drivers of the environmental crisis and underlies
almost every environmental problem. Despite its causative role in environmental challenges,
it has gained little attention from popular media, public and government agenda, or even from
environmental organizations. There is a gap between the gravity of the problem and its relative
absence from the public discourse that stems, inter alia, from the fact that the very discussion
of the subject raises many sensitive, complex and ethical questions. The education system is a
key player in filling this gap, and teachers have an opportunity to facilitate the discussion in this
important issue. While educators mostly agree to include controversial environmental topics in
school curricula, calls for addressing PG remain rare. This study explores teachers’ perspectives of
PG as a problem and their attitudes towards including it in their teaching, focusing on environmental
and non-environmental teachers. While perceiving PG as an environmental problem and supporting
its inclusion in schools was significantly higher among the environmental-teachers, similar concerns
were reported by all the teachers concerning engaging students in discourse around this controversial
issue. This consensus indicates the limited impact of knowledgeability on teachers’ intentions to
address PG in class. Teachers’ challenges reflect the dominant Israeli sociocultural norms, religious
values and the national pronatalist ideologies. The findings demonstrate how the absence of PG from
the public discourse and from school curricula influences teachers’ motivation to address it in class.
This study highlights the necessity to encourage teachers to address PG in their teaching, even in
this reality, by providing them with appropriate tools that will enable them to successfully engage
students in this controversial issue.
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1. Introduction

It is widely agreed among scientists from various disciplines that the global environmental crisis
is caused by the impact of human activity on the environment. This impact has been described in
the literature as a product of three factors that form the mathematical notation of I = PAT, in which P
represents population size, A represents affluence and T represents technology [1]. There has been a
debate on their relative importance, and some scientists have suggested other factors that contribute
to the environmental crisis. Hynes [2], for example, argued that key structural factors that reflect
elements of social and environmental justice should be added to the formula. Chertow [3] argued
that the relative influence of T (technology) on I is so huge that it may reverse the effects of P and
I. Waggoner and Ausubel [4] offered an extension of the I = PAT formula by adding component
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forces of environmental impact. In his book Collapse, Diamond [5] listed five factors that drive and
characterize environmental and social collapse that are related to societal and ecological circumstances
and constraints. The widely cited I = PAT formula, which is implicitly framed in neo-Malthusian
terms [6], has been criticized for overlooking the interactions among the terms for omitting the
influence of social organization, cultural and institutional adaptations, trade, and other factors, and for
the assumption of linearity of the relationship between the terms [7,8]. Either way, it is accepted that if
there are too many people, even the most wisely managed technology will not keep the environment
from being overstressed [1] and that no environmental problem is made easier by increasing the
population [9]. In other words, the dichotomic view that makes a distinction between the effect of PG
versus overconsumption on the environment and on human quality of life is misleading. As Ehrlich [10]
concisely phrased it: “the argument whether it’s population or consumption is like arguing whether
the area of a rectangle comes more from its length or its width”. Other scientists support his view [11].
Moreover, Crist et al. [11] call to move beyond the prevailing dichotomy not only between PG versus
overconsumption, but also between the Global North and Global South, which they claim is “becoming
outmoded” by the rapid growth of middle-class consumers in developing countries.

Of all the factors known to drive the environmental crisis, PG has scarcely been studied, and is
mostly absent from worldwide public discourse and from national agendas and policy institutions
around the world. The literature points out several reasons for this: the first being that PG is considered,
among other environmental issues, to be complex and controversial in nature, involving conflicting
values and interests. Similar to other controversial environmental issues, Cotton [12] noted that PG is
poorly understood by the general public, and even scientists argue and debate about the cause–effect
characteristics of this topic as an environmental problem. Other scholars suggest that the limited
understanding of the public regarding the implications on humankind and on the environment
leads people to fail to make the connection between PG and environmental degradation [13,14].
Other reasons mentioned in the literature for the absence of PG in the public discourse relate to
sociocultural and religious attributes. Controlling PG stands in strong conflict with religious faith and
certain sociocultural norms in various societies that encourage high birth rates and the creation of
large families [15,16].

Researchers who do recognize the necessity to include PG in the public discourse are calling
for PG to be addressed through the education system, seeing it as playing a central role in changing
society’s perceptions, attitudes and behavior [13,14,17,18]. They claim that the education system
could change learners’ attitudes towards PG through increasing their awareness regarding PG as
a problem and improving their knowledge of its cause–effect characteristics. These researchers see
PG as a necessary topic to address in the education system among other environmental problems,
such as global climate change (GCC), which are also not well understood and rarely included in the
public discourse.

Education for sustainability (EfS) seems the appropriate approach to address the socio-ecological
consequences of PG and to include in school education curricula. EfS emphasizes the roots of
current problems, and aims to provide a new educational approach that seeks to empower people
and communities to assume responsibility for developing a sustainable future and environmental
stewardship [19,20]. In addition, EfS is seen as environmental education that incorporates the
sociopolitical and sociocultural aspects of human relationships into the environment [21].

Perceiving teachers as important change agents in society designates them as having a crucial
role in achieving the objectives of EfS among learners. In this context, teachers are expected to
increase learners’ awareness of PG, while acknowledging the controversial nature and sensitivity of
this topic. They are also expected to discuss with their students possible solutions that would address
the consequences of PG in a way that enables a sustainable future for humankind and the environment.
Alongside the significant role teachers play in raising students’ awareness of PG and its implications,
it should be remembered that the teachers themselves are citizens of a particular society, influenced by
cultural, religious and/or political values. This raises several general questions concerning addressing
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this issue in school teaching: Do teachers themselves perceive PG as a problem and, if not, is it plausible
to expect them to teach a topic that they feel in contradiction with? Do teachers have the motivation
and willingness to include this issue in their teaching, despite its absence from the school curriculum?
If not, why, and what would increase their motivation to do so? Do teachers feel that they have the
necessary knowledge and the appropriate teaching skills to address such a loaded issue?

1.1. Research Objective and Questions

This study attempts to address the questions presented above, focusing on the perspectives
of teachers regarding PG as an environmental problem and their attitudes towards including it in
their school teaching. Seeing the central role of teachers as social agents of change, it is important
to understand their attitudes towards this issue, their reasons for including or excluding it in their
teaching, and the challenges they expect to face if they do decide to include it. Exploring teachers’
perspectives could lead to a better understanding of the opportunities for teaching about PG, how to
include it in school curricula, and how to assist teachers who are willing to engage their students in
this issue or are struggling with the decision to do so.

Since PG influences different aspects of people’s lives, such as quality of life and well-being,
and since the consequences of PG are not limited to environmental degradation, but also to social
aspects, it is most reasonable to expect that educators from various disciplines would address this topic
and not only educators who teach environmental-oriented subjects, such as science and geography
teachers. For this reason, in this mixed-method study, we chose to compare the perspectives of
teachers from two groups of teachers who have an academic background in environmental-oriented
programs (hereafter called E-teachers) and teachers who have an academic background in non
environmental-oriented programs (hereafter called non-E teachers). We assumed that teachers who
are graduates of academic environmental-oriented programs have been constructively and explicitly
exposed to the topic of PG during their studies. As a result, their awareness regarding its impact on
the environment and on human quality of life, their willingness to include this topic in school teaching,
and their competence to do so will be higher in comparison to teachers who have not been exposed in
a similar way to PG in their academic studies.

In line with this assumption, we asked the following specific research questions:

(1) Do teachers perceive PG as an environmental problem, and do E- and non-E teachers differ in
their perceptions?

(2) What are teachers’ considerations for bringing any environmental topic into the classroom?
(3) How do E- and non-E teachers perceive embedding the issue of PG into their teaching, and what

are their considerations concerning including or excluding this topic in the classroom?

This study is pioneering in the sense that, to our knowledge, the perceptions of the lay public
towards PG as an environmental problem have never been explored; neither have the perceptions
of educators towards PG and their attitudes towards including this topic in their school teaching.
Investigating this issue may lead to a better understanding of educators’ perspectives towards PG as
an environmental problem and a central factor contributing to the environmental crisis, as described
earlier. Given that the way people perceive ecological problems and evaluate their severity has a
crucial impact on their own motivation to address them, understanding how educators, as change
agents, evaluate PG could shed light on the possibilities for implementing it in the classroom: Would
they agree to address PG as a problem with their students, and under what conditions? If not, why not?

1.2. The Contribution of Population Growth to the Environmental Crisis and the Absence of the Topic from the
Public Discourse

The enormous contribution of human PG to the environmental crisis is indisputable according
to environmental scientists. Some important milestones in establishing this recognition are Thomas
Malthus’ An Essay on the Principle of Population, [22], Paul R. Ehrlich’s The Population Bomb [13],
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the joint statement of the National Academy of Sciences and the British Royal Society’s urging world
leaders to brake PG before it is too late [23], and the petition signed by 1600 scientists from around
the world (including 99 Nobel laureates) calling on all humanity to stop PG before the environment is
completely destroyed [24]. The ecological consequences caused by PG include air and water pollution,
soil deterioration, accelerated extinction of biodiversity, climate change and destruction of other
interdependent ecosystems that sustain life [25,26]. The implications of these ecological consequences
relate to every aspect of life, at the personal, social, political and global scales [6,27,28], and pose a
threat to the survival of mankind.

Despite the central contribution of PG to the environmental crisis, relatively little attention
has been paid to the issue, either by the popular media, or by leading environmental science
and policy institutions, environmentalists and environmental organizations or educators in diverse
disciplines [9,29–32]. This study attempts to address this gap, focusing on educators’ perspectives on
the issue and their attitudes towards including the topic of PG within schools.

Aside from the consensus regarding the grave implications of PG, a second consensus is evident:
the reluctance to deal with the issue [11,32–36]. This reluctance is illustrated by a cartoon showing
reporters and photographers covering the Paris climate change summit in 2015, completely ignoring
or missing the presence of a large elephant that says, “overpopulation” [37]. The disregard for PG
stems from several reasons: the controversy it evokes [32,38], humans’ evolutionary imperative to
reproduce [9,27,39], lack of understanding of the nature of exponential functions [33], and characteristic
silencing of discourse on the subject, which foreclose public debates and subject them to critical
analysis [36]. Crist et al. [11] add further explanations for the “silence enveloping population matters”.

1.3. Factors Influencing Perceptions of Severity of Problems

The absence of the topic of PG from the public discourse worldwide may influence the way
people perceive the severity of the problem. According to the research literature, factors that influence
people’s perceptions of severity can range from demographic and sociological factors to personality or
psychological factors and risk attributes [40–43]. For the purpose of this study, we present the following
attributes that have been cited as strongly related to environmental problems [44]: (1) the perceived
certainty of a problem realization [45]; (2) the perceived imminence of the problem [46–49]; (3) the
perceived spatial proximity, which is the perceived geographic distance or localization of the problem
relative to the person [42]; (4) the perceived potential for personal harm [48,49]; (5) the perceived
predictability of the problem [48,49]; and (6) the intensity of emotion that arises at the thought of the
problem; specifically, the level of the negative emotion, i.e., anger, sadness, fear, disgust, etc. [50–52].

1.4. Challenges in Teaching Controversial Environmental Issues

Environmental issues are often complex and controversial in nature, and involve conflicting values
and interests, as described above. They are poorly understood by the general public, and sometimes
even scientists argue and debate about the existence of certain environmental problems and their
cause–effect characteristics [12]. This situation may be problematic for teachers whose role is to present
such issues to their students in unbiased and coherent ways. As a result, in many cases teachers
tend to present such controversial topics in a simplistic way instead of teaching them in a way that
creates deeper understanding [53–55]. Regardless of the contribution of engaging students in debates
around controversial topics in order to improve their critical thinking skills [56,57], the literature in
this arena strongly indicates that teachers struggle to teach controversial environmental issues, or even
avoid including such topics in their teaching, for several reasons. Some of the reasons relate to the
controversial, complex and transdisciplinary nature of the issues and to the strong influence of such
issues on non-scientific aspects, with respect to possible solutions to the problem [58]. Other reasons
focus on teachers’ lack of confidence to teach issues that they feel they lack sufficient knowledge about
or lack appropriate pedagogical strategies or experience to teach them [54,59]. Teachers also report that
the absence of specific topics from the national standards and from their curricula, as in the case of GCC
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in the US, discourages them to include such topics in their teaching, since their curricula are already
overstuffed [60]. Teaching GCC is a prominent example for such teaching challenges. It is perceived
as a challenging topic by teachers since it is controversial in relation to the scientific aspects of the
issue itself and since the experts themselves considerably disagree about effective ways to address the
social, economic, cultural, ethical and other aspects [58]. In addition, competing environmental and
political interests create a conflict between protecting the environment by combusting less fossil fuels
and securing the interests of the national economy. Such conflicts can confuse teachers and discourage
them from teaching this topic [61].

While scientists and educators mostly agree to include controversial environmental topics such
as GCC in school curricula, and consider such issues crucial topics to discuss and debate within
schools, calls for explicitly including the topic of PG in connection with the environmental crisis in
the school discourse remain relatively rare. Among those in favor are researchers who claim that a
first step to solving PG is educating students to perceive it as an environmental problem and raising
their awareness of this issue; for example, Bridgeman [9], and others who suggest that the education
system should open up discussions with students about optional solutions to PG, such as having one
less child; for example, Wynes and Nicholas [62]. Even when students are explicitly exposed to the
topic of PG, in most cases this exposure does not include a value-oriented discussion that confronts
students with its moral aspects. For example, some middle-school mathematics students in the U.S.
were engaged in creating and analyzing mathematical models of PG to develop their mathematical
generalizations [63], but their teacher did not use this experience as an opportunity to involve her
students in a relevant debate on how PG impacts human life.

Currently, calls for including PG in school curricula as an explicit ethics-oriented topic are still
very rare, reflecting the high level of controversy that this topic generates among the general public,
as well as among educators, including environmental educators. This study attempts to shed light
on teachers’ perspectives and reasons to address or ignore this topic in their teaching, focusing on
similarities and differences between E- and non-E educators.

1.5. The Topic of Population Growth in the School Curriculum in Israel

The topic of PG as a main contributor to the environmental crisis is almost absent from the school
curriculum in Israel. PG and its socio-environmental consequences are explicitly included only at
high-school level as part of the curricula of two subjects designed for majors: ”environmental studies”
and “geography and environmental development studies”. Since high-school students in Israel can
choose their major subject from many available options and since PG as an environmental issue is
absent from the elementary and middle-school levels, it means that only a small fraction of Israeli
students are introduced to this topic during their K-12 studies. As part of the environmental studies
curriculum, PG is included in two chapters: “Ecosystem and human-environment relationships”
(a mandatory/elective chapter) and “Environmental management” (an elective chapter) [64]. In these
chapters, PG is presented as a concept that should be explicitly introduced and discussed with students.
The central goal of the mandatory part of the ecosystem chapter is to deepen students’ understanding of
concepts, principles and processes related to the ecosystem and human–environment relationships, and
develop their capabilities to address environmental problems related to this subject in decision-making
in their own lives. In this part of the chapter, PG is described as a central cause for loss of biodiversity.
In the elective part of the chapter, the demographic changes in human population around the world
as a result of the processes of immigration and urbanization are included in the curriculum, with no
additional goals regarding the consequences of PG. In the environmental management chapter, PG is
introduced as a central factor (together with overconsumption) for the degradation of natural resources,
and as a problem that should be addressed at all levels (i.e., local and global). The central goal of
this chapter is to deepen students’ understanding of concepts, principles and processes related to
environmental design and management, and to develop their capabilities to address such problems in
their decision-making. The content of this chapter includes relevant concepts related to PG, such as
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population explosion and exponential growth and relevant theories such as that of Malthus and
neo-Malthusian theories.

In geography studies, PG is included in the elective chapter of “Humans in the sociocultural
sphere” under the subject of “Demographic changes in human population” [65]. Two goals of
this chapter explicitly address the complexity and controversy of PG as a problem. The first goal
states that students should be acquainted with the demographic diversity between developed and
developing countries and made aware of the factors that trigger demographic processes. They should
also understand the ethical aspects of governmental policies of birth management (birth control or
encouragement). The second goal states that students should develop their abilities to analyze and
evaluate the factors that influence immigration between countries and the short-term and long-term
consequences of such immigration on the relevant countries. They should also be exposed to the
ethical dilemmas between universal humanistic values and legitimist governmental interests and
considerations of the country that welcomes immigrants. Similar to the curriculum of environmental
studies, this chapter also includes relevant concepts, such as population explosion and the Malthusian
and neo-Malthusian theories. Additionally, it includes more controversial concepts such as birth
management policy, productive population and non-productive population.

In biology studies for high-school majors, the inclusion of PG is implied to some extent. The idea
that PG is responsible for environmental problems is clearly presented in the mandatory part of the
ecosystem chapter, but addressing this issue further on in the goals or in the content of this chapter is
absent from the curriculum [66].

To sum up, the exposure of Israeli students to PG as an environmental problem is very limited and
stands at about 20% of students per year. This topic is included in the curricula of two subjects only that
are designed for high-school majors, and is completely absent from the rest of the school curriculum.

2. Methodology

This study is a mixed-methods research which uses different data sources, and uses quantitative
as well as qualitative analysis to bring different perspectives while answering each question under
inquiry [67,68]. Using a mixed-methods approach is considered more useful in answering the research
questions, since it increases the possibility that the overall data collected and analyzed will be richer
and more meaningful.

2.1. Participants

The convenience sample of the in-service teacher participants in this study, who answered the
questionnaire, were recruited via mail lists of the two authors who teach both E- and non-E teachers in
two different Israeli higher education institutions and have accessibility to a large number of teachers’
list servers. The researchers and the assistant researcher used the list servers of teachers who fulfil
the following criteria: (1) serve as educators in elementary and secondary schools in the public school
education system in Israel (for this study we chose only those who have a teaching experience of at
least three years); (2) have academic backgrounds in education studies; (3) hold teaching certificates
in a specific field; and (4) have an academic background in an environmental-oriented field, such as
geography, biology and environmental education or in a non-environmental academic field, such as
arts and humanistic studies. Since the number of Israeli academic programs in environmental studies
and E-teachers is much more limited in comparison to the numbers of non-environmental academic
programs and non-E teachers, using these mail lists to recruit E-teachers was necessary and helpful.
The low number of E-teachers in Israel also limits the sample size of this group. The non-E teacher
participants were recruited via the mail lists of our research assistant, who is a teacher and has
accessibility to several teachers’ list servers in Israel. An e-mail was sent through the list servers,
which included an explanation of the research goals and a request to participate in the study by
completing a relatively short questionnaire (with mean filling-out time of about 15 min) in a Qualtrics
format for which each respondent received a book coupon to the value of ILS 50. Although the
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respondents received a financial incentive, the rate of responses to this e-mail was about 40%. No
clear reason was received from the teachers for not filling out the questionnaire. The final number of
respondents that completed the questionnaire, filled out an informed consent form and participated in
this study was 200 in total: 45% (90) of them were E-teachers who had completed their bachelor’s or
master’s degree in academic environmental-oriented programs; and 55% (110) of them were non-E
teachers who had completed their bachelor’s or master’s degree in non-environmental academic
programs. All of the participants have served as educators in elementary and secondary schools in the
public school education system in Israel for 5–20 years.

No significant differences were found between E- and non-E teachers in the following
demographic variables: the mean age of the E- and the non-E teachers was 41.3 ± 9.09 and 40.8 ± 11.8
years respectively. Women comprised 85.6% and 87.3% of the E- and non-E teachers respectively.
These figures are a valid representation of the total women fraction among teachers in Israel [69].
Mean teaching experience was 4.30 ± 0.949 and 3.55 ± 1.378 years in E- and non-E teachers respectively.
Socioeconomic status (measured on a Likert scale ranging from 1 = very bad to 5 = very good) was
also similar among E- (3.44 ± 0.809) and non-E (3.48 ± 0.713) teachers.

For the interviews, we chose eight teachers from those who completed the questionnaire and
agreed to be interviewed. Of these, seven were female teachers and one a male teacher, representing a
range of characteristics in terms of age, teaching experience (5–25 years), and residence type (rural and
urban areas). Four of them were E-teachers: two middle-school science teachers (grades 7–9), and two
high-school science teachers (grades 10–12). One of the high-school teachers was a biology teacher for
biology-major students, and one a science teacher for environmental studies-major students. The four
non-E-teachers included one physics teacher, one English teacher, one literature teacher, all of whom
teach in middle school (grades 7–9), and one Hebrew language teacher who teaches in high school
(grades 10–12).

2.2. Instruments

Questionnaire. The questionnaire addressed teachers’ perspectives and sense of knowing about PG
as an environmental problem, and their considerations regarding embedding specific environmental
topics in their teaching, including PG in two different sections. The first section included the following
five questions; two closed and three open-ended: (1) Do you perceive population growth as an
environmental problem? (2) Explain why you perceive or do not perceive population growth as
an environmental problem; (3) if you include environmental topics in your teaching, explain what
your considerations are for choosing the topics to bring into the classroom; If you do not include
environmental topics in your teaching, explain what would be your considerations to include them in
your teaching; (4) in your opinion, is it important to include population growth in school teaching?
(5) Explain your attitude regarding including or excluding population growth in school teaching.

The second section of the questionnaire measured the perception of PG as an environmental
problem using an instrument that is often used to assess perception of risk attributes and
severity [42,45,70]. Studies show that the perceived attributes of a problem have a strong influence
on its perceived severity. The perceived attributes of PG as a problem were measured in terms of
(perceived) imminence, certainty, potential for personal harm, spatial proximity, emotional response to
the problem and predictability. These perceptions of the attributes were found to be strong predictors
of perceived overall severity. Table 2 presents the items used to measure the perceptions of risk
attributes and severity, along with the scales. The comparisons between the two groups were analyzed
with independent sample t-tests.

The second section of the questionnaire measured also the environmental subjective knowledge of
the teachers (i.e., their sense of knowing). This measurement was adopted from [44,71], who previously
used and validated this instruct. Three items were used: “I feel that I understand the reasons for
various environmental problems”; “I feel that I know the solutions to environmental problems”;
and, “I consider myself knowledgeable about environmental issues”. The respondents were asked to
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mark the level to which they agreed with each of the statements on a 5-point scale, ranging from 1
(I don’t agree at all) to 5 (I agree completely). Thus, a higher score represented better understanding of
environmental issues. The Cronbach’s α of the three items in our sample was 0.853. The last question
of the questionnaire was a request to provide the participants’ contact information (e-mail, phone
number) if they agree to be interviewed for the purpose of this study.

Self-report online questionnaires raise concern about their validity because of potential social
desirability response bias, which can influence the relationship between predictor and criterion
variables [72,73]. We assume that, in our case, the desirability bias was minimal, for three reasons:
(1) the questionnaire was anonymous with no self-identifying information required, which is
considered to yield relatively honest reports; (2) the online filling is considered to guarantee a greater
sense of privacy and anonymity [74], or at least not lower [75] compared to off-line or paper versions
of the same questionnaires; and (3) in the introduction to the questionnaire, we explicitly stated that
“there are no correct or incorrect answers”, and that “we are interested in knowing how you see
things”. In fact, in the pilot we did before the questionnaire was distributed, none of the questions
were reported to be uncomfortable for the respondent. Therefore, we believe that the results obtained
were not skewed by social desirability.

Interviews. Semi-structured interviews were conducted with eight teachers (as described above)
who completed the questionnaire. The interviews focused on teachers’ perspectives of PG as an
environmental problem and their attitudes towards including or excluding the topic in their teaching.
This added to the information that was gathered from the questionnaire. The interviewees were
also asked to explain their attitudes and elaborate on the opportunities, as well as the challenges,
that they envisaged concerning teaching the topic of PG. Using the information collected from
the questionnaire, the researchers chose eight interviewees that would represent, to a high extent,
the sample of participants in terms of their sociodemographic background and types of perspectives
towards the issue of PG. Due to the limited access of the researchers to some of the interviewees,
six interviews were face-to-face and two were phone interviews. These lasted about 45 min, and were
audiotaped and transcribed verbatim to allow an analysis of the full information. Based on Patton [67]
(pp. 242–243), “there are no rules for sample size in qualitative inquiry. Sample size depends on what
you want to know, the purpose of the inquiry, what’s at stake, what will be useful, what will have
credibility, and what can be done with available time and resources”. Since the attitudes of the eight
respondents covered the range of different views that were found within the whole data set of the
respondents of the questionnaire regarding the issues at stake, and since the interviews served as
a complementary tool for the questionnaire, we found the size of eight interviewees sufficient for
this study.

2.3. Data Analysis

An inductive content analysis was conducted to identify emergent categories and major themes
according to Strauss and Corbin [76] regarding teachers’ responses to the five open-ended questions
and to the interviews. Validation was achieved by the following phases: the authors created separately
an initial set of codes for the analysis of each question. Then, they met to discuss the codes. They
added and changed some of the codes during the discussion and confirmed only the revised codes that
were agreed upon. Finally, they asked a third environmental education researcher to independently
analyze the teachers’ written responses using their revised codes. Since the analysis of the third
researcher was similar to the authors’ analysis, the authors confirmed the revised codes as the final
ones. The differences between the proportions of various themes among the E-teachers vs. the non-E
teachers were analyzed using chi-square tests, in which the (two-sided) significance level was 0.05.
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3. Results

3.1. Teachers’ Perceptions of Population Growth as an Environmental Problem

Analysis of teachers’ responses to the first and second questions of the first section of the
questionnaire revealed that PG was perceived as an environmental problem by more E-teachers
than by non-E teachers. This difference was significant (Table 1). The explanations given by the
teachers for perceiving PG as an environmental problem were categorized into three main perspectives:
natural resources-centered, human-centered, and socio-ecological system-centered. These perspectives
were significantly different among the E- versus non-E teachers, reflecting a higher level of systematic
understanding by the E-teachers regarding the environmental crisis.

A significantly higher percentage of the E-teachers (57%) held the broad socio-ecological
system perspective, addressing PG as a major factor responsible for damaging both ecosystems
and human-oriented systems. About a quarter of the E-teachers perceived PG from the
narrower ecosystem-centered perspective and only 16% of them perceived PG from the narrower
human-centered perspective. In contrast, only 19% of the non-E teachers perceived PG from the
broad socio-ecological system perspective. Nearly half of the non-E teachers addressed PG as an
environmental problem from the narrower natural resources perspective, and about a third of them
perceived PG from the narrower human-centered perspective.

Table 1. Distribution of teachers’ perceptions of population growth (PG) as an environmental problem.

Perception Example of Explanation E- non-E p
n = 90 n = 110 (2-Sided)

Population Growth (PG) Is an Environmental Problem 83% 61%
0.001n = 75 n = 67

Natural-resources
centered: PG is the major

reason for natural
resources depletion

More people compete for the same
natural resources, use the ecological

system services and damage it

20
(27%)

31
(46%) 0.022

Human-centered: PG
decreases human quality
of life in diverse aspects

(e.g., physically,
health-wise, socially,

economically)

High population density decreases
quality of life, private and public

open spaces
High population density exists in low

socioeconomic status families who
cannot provide appropriate resources

for their children and consequently
become a burden; high population
density often comes with poverty,
crime and violence, creating a bad
influence on the broader society

12
(16%)

23
(34%) 0.018

Socio-ecological system
centered: PG influences
both the ecosystems and
human-oriented systems

Currently, encouraging birthrate is
getting more extreme and directly

affects the biosphere and individuals’
daily life and well-being

43
(57%)

13
(19%) <0.001

Sixteen percent of the E-teachers and 33% of the non-E teachers did not perceive PG to be a
problem. They indicated a number of reasons for not perceiving PG as a problem at similar levels in
both groups. The absolute frequencies of those reasons were too small to have enough statistical power
to demonstrate significant differences. All these reasons were human-centered in nature, addressing
mainly sociocultural, religious, political or economic aspects and, in most cases, they ignored the
human damage to the environment, thus reflecting a relatively narrow perspective. The foremost
reason given by the teachers related to the unequal distribution of the population in Israel. The teachers
who expressed this view believe that the PG problem does not exist in Israel, since there are many
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unpopulated spaces; in particular, the large area of the country in the Negev desert. For example,
a non-E teacher stated: “The Negev is not densely populated at all. The solution is to better disperse the
population across the rural areas of Israel.” This perception ignores the existing high-density areas, mostly
in the center of the country, and does not take into consideration the difficult living conditions in the
desert that may explain the low population in that area.

Other teachers claimed that the problem is not the PG itself, but rather the insufficient
infrastructure and services that are provided by the governmental organizations to the growing
population in Israel. For example, a non-E teacher explained:

In itself, population growth is a positive thing. The problem is created if services such as education,
health and road infrastructures are insufficient for the growing population. There are economic
and social consequences for this inadequacy. For example, a low number of doctors per capita, as
in developing countries, creates a suboptimal reality; or a lack of schools creates a high number of
students per classroom, causing a decrease in the quality of education provided.

Many teachers addressed political and demographic reasons for the need to increase the Jewish
population in Israel. For example, some of them emphasized that a large Jewish population in Israel
is needed to keep Jews as the dominant population in relation to other minorities who live in the
country. Similarly, others indicated that a Jewish PG is needed for defense reasons: “Population growth
might indeed be problematic. However, in our small county, surrounded by many enemies, the [Jewish] culture
of population growth is a blessing. We need to think of ways that it will not cause damage” (non-E teacher).
Some of the teachers highlighted their support for Jewish PG in Israel as a survival response of the
Jewish people to the genocide that happened to them during the Second World War, pointing out that
PG is crucial “after what happened to us in the Holocaust” (non-E teacher).

Some other teachers addressed the human right to live and reproduce, claiming that PG cannot be
perceived as a problem, but as a natural, required phenomenon: “Humans are supposed to live on Earth
. . . ” (non-E teacher); “Having children is not a ‘problem’—it’s a natural human phenomenon” (E-teacher).

Others teachers addressed sociocultural aspects, noting that encouraging birthrate and having
children is a dominant social norm rooted in Israeli society: “According to Israeli mentality, it’s a
blessing to have large families” (E-teacher). They further added that this norm would be hard to change.
Some other teachers, from both groups, claimed that focusing on reducing PG is not the right way to
solve environmental problems, and instead of focusing on the number of people that live on Earth, the
focus should be on lifestyle changes and consumption habits. The following examples demonstrate
this perception: “The ecological footprint of a large environmentally-oriented family could be much smaller
than that of a small non-environmentally-oriented family” (E-teacher); “The way we use natural resources is
the problem. Through education, we can reduce consumption and decrease environmental damage” (E-teacher).

These perceptions emphasize that even E-teachers struggle with the dilemma between the need
to control birthrate and the sociocultural norms that encourage birthrate when they are confronted
with the conflicting aspects that are inherent in the issue of PG. Perceiving changes in lifestyle without
reducing birthrate level as the best solution to sustainability, as some of these teachers indicated,
could be seen as avoiding uncomfortable responsibility. Only 1% of the E-teachers and 5% of the non-E
teachers had no clear opinion concerning this issue.

Analysis of the teachers’ assessment of the severity of PG as an environmental problem as reported
in the second section of the questionnaire revealed that PG was perceived as more severe by E-teachers
than by non-E teachers (Table 2).

Table 2 shows that the E-teachers perceived PG as more certain, imminent, proximate and
personally relevant than the non-E teachers. In addition, PG evoked stronger negative emotions in
E-teachers than in non-E-teachers. Overall severity was also perceived more highly in E- than in non-E
teachers. It is worth noting that, unlike the E-teachers, among non-E teachers almost none of the means
of perceived attributes and severity exceeded 4, the midscale of 1–7, which designates neutral response.

Analyzing the teachers’ sense of environmental knowing (subjective knowledge) revealed that
the mean subjective knowledge of the E-teachers was significantly higher (<0.001) than that of the
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non-E teachers (Table 3). Based on our point of departure, presented in the introduction, that the
E-teachers have been constructively and explicitly exposed to the topic of PG during their studies in
academic environmental-oriented programs (in contrast to the non-E teachers, who probably were
not)), it is reasonable to assume, with some degree of caution, that the mean subjective knowledge of
the E-teachers specifically concerning PG will also be higher than that of the non-E teachers.

Table 2. Perceptions of the attributes and overall severity of PG by E- vs. non-E teachers *.

Perceived
Attribute of PG

Item
E- non-E p

n = 90 n = 110 (2- Sided) **

Certainty
In your opinion, to what degree
does PG pose a certain threat to
humans and the environment?

4.58 ± 1.824 3.35 ± 1.845 <0.001

Geographical
proximity

In your opinion, does PG
directly affect the place where
you live?

4.70 ± 1.93 3.26 ± 1.999 <0.001

Imminence

In your opinion, to what extent
does PG pose an immediate
danger to humans and their
natural environment?

4.00 ± 1.884 2.71 ± 1.650 < 0.001

Personal harm
In your opinion, to what extent
do the negative effects of PG
pose a threat to you personally?

4.32 ± 1.954 2.99 ± 1.758 <0.001

Emotional
involvement

In your opinion, to what extent
does PG cause you to experience
a negative emotion (such as
sadness, anger, fear, disgust)?

4.33 ±1.937 3.07 ±1.929 <0.001

Predictability

In your opinion, to what extent
can PG and its effect on humans
and their natural environment
be anticipated?

5.12 ± 1.688 4.66 ± 1.917 0.077

Overall severity To what extent do you see PG as
a serious problem? 4.76 ± 1.969 3.62 ± 1.756

< 0.001 <0.001

* Each scale ranged from 1 = not at all to 7 = absolutely. ** two-sided t-test.

Table 3. Comparison of subjective knowledge of E-teachers vs. non-E teachers.

Variable
E- non-E p

n = 90 n = 110 (2-Sided)

I feel that I understand the reasons for various
environmental problems. 4.03 ± 0.741 3.27 ± 1.022 <0.001

I feel that I know the solutions to environmental
problems. 3.09 ± 0.816 2.62 ± 0.898 <0.001

I consider myself as knowledgeable in
environmental issues matters. 3.62 ± 0.856 2.62 ± 0.898 <0.001

Mean subjective knowledge 3.58 ± 0.675 2.86 ± 0.858 <0.001

3.2. Teachers’ Considerations for Teaching Environmental Topics

Analyzing teachers’ considerations for including environmental topics in their teaching (the third
question of the questionnaire) yielded three types of considerations, which are presented in Table 4:
issue-oriented, student-oriented and teacher-oriented.

The teachers’ issue-oriented considerations were similar (40%–45%) among E- and non-E teachers.
In other words, the severity of specific problems and the urgency to address them was perceived
as a good reason to expose them to their students by all the teachers, regardless of their academic
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background. Similarly, a high percentage of E and non-E teachers (54%–60%) noted that the opportunity
to develop the environmental citizenship of the students was their main reason for introducing specific
issues. This similarity may indicate that all teachers, regardless of their background in environmental
education, have high expectations that their students be environmentally knowledgeable, concerned
citizens, engaged in society and should become effective agents of change for their own as well others’
environmental behavior.

Two considerations were found to be significantly different between the teacher groups.
Strong connectedness of the topics to students’ emotions, daily lives and surroundings was noted
as a main reason for bringing environmental issues into the classroom significantly more often by
E-teachers than by non-E teachers (p = 0.03). This may indicate that the E-teachers were more aware of
the connection of specific environmental issues to students’ lives than the non-E teachers. Similarly, the
E-teachers, significantly more than non-E teachers (p = 0.02), addressed the connectedness of the topics
to their own daily lives, interests and pedagogical content knowledge as a reason for introducing
these issues in the classroom. It may reflect a higher environmental awareness of the E-teachers
to environmental problems, as well as higher confidence levels and better preparedness to address
environmental topics in their teaching.

Table 4. Distribution of teachers’ considerations for including environmental topics in their teaching.

Considerations
E- non-E p Examples

n = 90 n = 109 (2-Sided)

Issue-Oriented

High severity of the issues
as environmental problems
and the urgent need to
address them

36
(40%)

49
(45%) 0.56

During recent years, Israel is drying
out . . . We need to increase students’
awareness to this acute problem and
the need to find solutions (non-E).
We can improve or worsen the
situation. Awareness of the
connection between consumer culture
and global warming and drought is
important (E).

Student-Oriented

Suitability and effectiveness
of the topics in developing
students’ environmental
citizenship
(knowledgeability,
awareness, own behavior
and influence on others)

49
(54%)

65
(60%) 0.48

It is possible to explain the damage
that occurs as a result of littering . . .
teaching this topic could easily
change students’ own behavior and
hopefully prevent further damage to
the environment (non-E).
Students can protect animals
themselves . . . they can influence the
behavior of other children as well as
adults’ behavior towards animals (E).

Strong connectedness of the
topics to students’ emotions,
daily lives, and
surroundings

33
(37%)

22%
(24) 0.03

This topic of loss of biodiversity is
more interesting for children (non-E).
Most children connect with animals
and can understand the direct
connection between the decrease in
open spaces and loss of biodiversity.
This topic is tangible . . . (E).

Teacher-Oriented

Strong connectedness of the
topics to teachers’ daily
lives, interests and
pedagogical content
knowledge of the topic

19
(21%)

10
(9%) 0.02

Air pollution is the problem that most
concerns me (non-E).
This issue [water pollution] is part of
the curriculum. I’m familiar with it
and know exactly what should be
emphasized to the students (E).
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The results suggest that higher environmental knowledgeability and/or previous experience
in teaching environmental issues increases the E-teachers’ confidence to teach environmental topics.
It could also reflect the higher environmental awareness of the E-teachers to local problems in their
living surroundings.

3.3. Teachers’ Attitudes towards Including Population Growth as an Environmental Problem in Their
School Teaching

Analyzing the teachers’ attitudes regarding this issue (questions 4 and 5 in the questionnaire)
yielded two supportive attitudes, one opposing attitude and a small fraction of unclear attitudes.
Significant differences (p < 0.001) were found between the E- and non-E teachers regarding their
attitudes towards the inclusion of PG in their school teaching, as presented in Table 5.

According to Table 5, the percentage of the teachers who support including PG in their teaching
(i.e., the supporters) was significantly higher among the E-teachers than the non-E teachers. Accordingly,
the percentage of the teachers who did not support including PG in their teaching (i.e., the opponents)
was significantly lower among the E-teachers than the non-E teachers. A relatively small percentage of the
teachers from both groups perceived that teaching this topic is age-dependent, and supported including
PG only in secondary schools (i.e., the age-dependent-supporters), with significant differences between
the E- and the non-E teachers. Only 2% of the E-teachers and 9% of the non-E teachers reported that they
do not have a clear opinion regarding this issue. These findings suggest that an academic background
in environmental studies contributes to teachers’ motivation, willingness, and probably their teaching
capacities and confidence, to include such a complex topic in their school teaching.

Table 5. Distribution of teachers’ attitudes regarding inclusion of population growth in school teaching.

Teachers’ Attitudes E-Teachers (n = 88) Non-E Teachers (n = 93) p (2-Sided)

Supporters: Support inclusion of PG in teaching 59 (67%) 39 (42%) 0.001
Age-dependent supporters: Support inclusion of
PG only in secondary schools 15 (17%) 5 (5%) 0.017

Opponents: Do not support inclusion of PG in
teaching 12 (14%) 41 (44%) <0.001

Not sure: Do not have clear opinion 2 (2%) 8 (9%) 0.101

Table 6 presents the main explanations of the teachers for supporting or not supporting the
inclusion of PG in their teaching, with a few examples taken from the questionnaire for each attitude.
Despite the significant differences found between the E- and non-E teachers regarding the attitudes
towards including PG in teaching (Table 5) explained above, their types of explanations did not differ.

The supporters focused mainly on the students in their explanations. All of them perceived
including this topic in the classroom as an opportunity to deepen their students’ understanding
and awareness of the connection between PG and the environmental crisis. About a quarter of the
supporters viewed teaching PG as an opportunity to discuss different ways to solve environmental
problems. About 10% of the supporters viewed including this topic in their teaching as an opportunity
to increase students’ willingness to act pro-environmentally, currently and in the future.

The age-dependent-supporters (i.e., 17% of the E- and 5% of the non-E teachers) focused on the
nature of the topic and on the students in their explanations. Most of them agreed that this topic is
too hard to discuss in elementary schools, since it is very complex and raises serious socio-ecological
conflicts. Nearly 30%–40% of the age-dependent-supporters explained that teaching this topic at
elementary school level can raise, among young children, negative feelings such as fear, anger and
even helplessness concerning a topic that they themselves cannot control.

The opponents (i.e., 14% of the E- and 44% of the non-E teachers) focused on the nature of topic
and on their own teaching challenges in their explanations. Nearly half of these teachers explained
that this topic is irrelevant to students’ everyday lives. About a third of the opponents admitted that
they do not have the appropriate knowledge or teaching skills to discuss this complex topic with their
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students. About 10% of them addressed the controversial nature of the topic as their main reason
for excluding it from their teaching. Finally, less than 10% of the opponents noted that they do not
perceive PG as a problem at all and, therefore, will not discuss this topic in the classroom as an example
of environmental problems.

The analysis of the interviews supports the findings discussed above and reinforces the picture
obtained concerning teachers’ attitudes towards and concerns about including PG as an environmental
problem in their school teaching. Among all the eight interviewees, only the teacher of environmental
studies for high school majors reported that, despite the sensitivity of the topic in Israeli society, she
explicitly addresses PG as an environmental problem and discusses the complexity, controversiality
and multi-faceted nature of the topic with her students:

This is a Jewish cultural issue. Because so many times [people] have tried to exterminate [the Jewish
people] . . . discussing demography in Israel is taboo . . . But, I can’t ignore this topic, not only because
it’s part of the curriculum, but because I must discuss the effect of global population on the natural
resources that are available to us . . . Discussing population growth with my students is the basis for
my role as a teacher; changing moral values, encouraging them to think a few steps ahead and weigh
the consequences of everything they do. Also in regard to the issue of population growth—how many
children they should have and will they be able to manage their family in a sustainable way . . . The
fact that I teach it proves that everything is a matter of exposure. It is important that the public is
exposed to this topic. We cannot avoid a public discourse on it.

This example emphasizes how including the topic of PG in the core curriculum encourages
teachers to not only include this topic in their teaching, but also to dig deeper into its controversiality
without fear. It also demonstrates that such teachers view themselves as agents of change in terms of
changing students’ awareness and behavior as future citizens in order to create practical solutions for
addressing the problem of PG.

The other three science teachers were more cautious and doubtful, and questioned their role as agents
of change in the context of PG. They agreed that PG is an environmental problem, to some extent in Israel
too, but admitted that, even during teaching topics which are directly connected to population growth
and density, such as “ecological footprints”, they avoid an explicit discussion about PG as a problem,
which should be practically addressed. They provided several explanations: Some of them explained
that they are concerned or feel uncomfortable about dealing with PG, as it may contradict cultural norms,
religious values or the political, demographic agenda of the pronatalistic Israeli government due to the
ongoing Arab-Jewish political dispute. Others preferred to avoid students’ or parents’ resistance that
could arise as a result of discussing the controversial options that are available if the problem of PG is to
be addressed. The biology teacher added that more scientific data about the severity of PG as a problem
in Israel would encourage her to include explicit discussions about it with her students. The following
quote by one of the middle-school science teachers demonstrates these attitudes:

I can’t talk about PG without giving the students the necessary scientific background . . . it’s too far
of a jump . . . In Israel, you can’t say, “Don’t have children . . . small or child-free families are not
viewed positively by Israeli society . . . and the feeling in our country is that it’s better not to talk
about controversial topics that have political consequences . . . it’s the ”Jewish uterus” versus the
”Arab uterus” . . . I agree that if you discuss different alternatives for creating a sustainable society,
you can somehow bring PG into the classroom.

Among the four non-E teachers, only the Hebrew-language high school teacher agreed that PG
is an environmental problem and should be explicitly discussed with students, with an emphasis
on the problem and its solutions. She highlighted the importance of engaging students in social
dilemmas related to Israeli society and developing critical thinking, and gave some examples from her
own teaching:

Several times, I brought to the classroom different dilemmas that are highly relevant in Israel, such as how
important is it to serve in the IDF [Israel Defense Forces]. I agree that discussing PG is also a relevant
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issue in Israeli society. I’m not afraid of causing conflicts in class. It’s good to discuss a topic that raises
objections—it’s an opportunity to hear different voices and positions . . . PG should definitely be included
in social studies in school; ignoring such an issue is like” sticking your head in the sand”.

This quote illustrates how PG could be brought into the classroom in diverse disciplines when
the teacher feels confident to do so. It raises the question of the conditions required to encourage more
non-E teachers to do so.

Table 6. Teachers’ explanations for supporting vs. not supporting the inclusion of population growth
in school teaching.

Attitude Example of Explanation

Support Inclusion of PG in Teaching

Deepening student understanding and awareness of
the influence of population growth on the
environment

It’s important to explain the connection to the environment and
the implications of population density on problems such as
pollution, decrease of [open] spaces, damage to animal species,
increased waste . . . )E).
The discussion with the students should focus on the interrelated
environmental, social and political implications of PG (non-E).

Focusing on solutions to environmental problems

It’s important to seek solutions to this problem. Education is the
key. Today’s students are tomorrow’s responsible parents
(non-E).
Youngsters should understand human impact on the
environment and what can be done to reduce our ecological
footprint (E).

Encouraging students to act pro-environmentally

It’s an opportunity to discuss different ways to manage with the
population density, such as using public transportation, saving
water, reducing waste and being considerate to others in the
public sphere (non-E).
This is a very sensitive topic. With young children, I would focus
on changing consumption habits (E).

Support Inclusion of PG only in Secondary Schools (Age Dependent)

Can raise negative feelings among young children

This issue should be introduced gradually. We need to be careful
not to stress youngsters and lead them to believe that human
reproduction is bad (non-E).
Young children may feel they are a burden to the world and,
even though it may be true from an environmental perspective,
they shouldn’t feel like that at their age (E).
It is unnecessary to generate anxiety among young children
(non-E).

Too complex for elementary school students

It depends on students’ age and ability to understand the
complexity of the problem. I would discuss this topic with older
students and connect it to other subjects, such as citizenship and
history studies (E).

Do not Support Inclusion of PG in Teaching

Topic irrelevant to children’s lives
It’s more relevant to increase students’ awareness and
responsibility to environmental issues that they can handle
themselves, such as caring for animals (non-E).

A controversial and complex topic
Including this issue in the education system is very complex. It
could generate conflicts with other social norms and values. I’m
concerned that it is impossible to discuss this issue deeply (E).

Population growth is not a problem

I don’t view the population growth in Israel as a severe problem.
It’s more relevant to encourage students to take responsibility
regarding problems that they can actually address in their daily
lives (non-E).
The Israeli army needs soldiers; one child per family is not
enough (non-E).

Teachers’ lack of knowledge and teaching skills
related to the topic

I don’t know enough about this subject (non-E).
It’s important to do so, but I don’t know how to introduce the
subject to my students (E).
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The three other non-E teachers did not perceive PG as a problem. Two of them noted that having
children is a human right and should be considered a blessing and not a problem. Although they
agreed that high population density could impact natural resources and cause problems such as air
pollution, they still did not define PG as a problem. One of them addressed human behavior as the
optimal solution to environmental problems, and not the management of PG. These three teachers do
not discuss PG in the classroom and did not see it as a necessary issue or part of their role as teachers.
This is reflected in the following quote by the physics teacher: “Talking about our ecological footprint and
how to be more ‘green’ in our lifestyle—yes! Talking about population growth—no! What can we say to our
students? I’m against birth control-it became a very bad problem in China.

4. Discussion

This study identifies the perspectives of E- and non-E teachers towards population growth as
an environmental problem and their attitudes and concerns about addressing this issue in school
teaching. We found significant differences between the groups in three aspects: (1) the perception of
PG as a problem using a broader perspective (Table 1)–A higher percentage of E-teachers compared to
non-E teachers held a broad socio-ecological system perspective concerning PG as an environmental
problem; (2) the perceived severity of PG (Table 2)–PG as an environmental problem was perceived as
significantly more severe by E-teachers than by non-E teachers in terms of its imminence, certainty,
potential for personal harm, spatial proximity, emotional response to the problem and predictability;
and (3) sense of environmental knowing (Table 3)–the mean subjective environmental knowledge was
significantly higher among E-teachers than among non-E teachers in terms of knowledgeability and
understanding of the reasons for and the solutions to environmental issues. These findings imply that
the E-teachers’ capability to view environmental issues through a “whole system” lens was greater,
probably reflecting the effect of their previous environmental studies on their higher systems thinking
concerning environmental issues. Based on the teachers’ perceptions of PG as an environmental
problem and their explanations for their perceptions, most of the non-E teachers did not address
both the ecological and social aspects of the ecosystems simultaneously in their explanations. Part of
them focused on the effect of PG on the ecological aspects and others acknowledged the effect of PG
on human life from a mainly sociocultural aspect. In total, about 80% of the non-E teachers did not
connect the two components. In contrast, most of the E-teachers made a strong connection between the
natural resources and social aspects that are influenced by PG, reflecting a better understanding of the
cause–effect relationship. Developing systems thinking concerning environmental problems is crucial
for individuals’ abilities to solve real-world problems and make better informed decisions [77,78].
This systems thinking includes several characteristics, such as the ability to identify the components of
a system and the processes within the system, the ability to identify dynamic relationships within the
system, the ability to identify hidden dimensions of the system and the ability to think temporally [79].

The assessment of PG as a more severe environmental problem by the E-teachers, as found in
this study could reflect the influence of their previous environmental studies on their more developed
systems thinking concerning the characteristics of socio-ecological systems and the strong interrelations
between the ecological and social components of systems in our world. It is reasonable to assume that,
based on their environmental background and knowledgeability, they were more capable of viewing
PG as a bigger risk in comparison to the non-E teachers. Risk experts agree that lay populations are
more biased and have misconceptions in their ecological risk evaluation in comparison to those who
have previously been exposed to environmental studies [41,80–82].

Our findings point to the need to expose non-E teachers to environmental studies as part
of their teacher training to develop their systems thinking and their capability to perceive and
assess environmental risks from a broader and more critical perspective. This exposure should
be implemented in such a way that they can understand the strong relationship between the ecological
and social components of systems in our world and evaluate the severity of various problems and
the need to address them on a more informed level. This, in turn, would lead teachers who lack an
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environmental background to view environmental issues as more connected to various aspects of life
besides the ecological aspects, which may be seen as less relevant to their own lives. Ecological risk
experts have found that people decide to be proactive or change their behavior mainly due to the
recognition of a clear danger that poses a risk to themselves [41,44,83]. It is especially important in
relation to PG, since only individuals with developed systems thinking recognize it as a clear danger,
as we found among the E-teachers. For teachers, recognizing PG as an environmental problem that is
as part of the larger context of the socio-ecological system is a first step in their considerations towards
addressing this issue in class. We discuss this further below.

The significantly stronger positive attitudes of the E-teachers towards including PG in their
teaching could be connected to their stronger sense of environmental knowing and their clearer
perspectives concerning PG as an environmental problem, as found in this study. It seems that
these perspectives, along with their sense of knowing, contributed to the E-teachers’ willingness,
motivation, preparedness and decision-making to include the topic in class. Previous studies that have
explored the connection between environmental subjective knowledge and environmental behavior
concerning adults [84,85] or among students in higher education [44,86] found that a strong sense
of ownership, especially around environmental problems and solutions, was an important predictor
of pro-environmental behavior. In our study this tendency may have affected the pedagogical
decision-making of the E-teachers concerning dealing with PG in the classroom. Additionally,
since previous studies in environmental education have found a relatively high correlation between
objective knowledge (knowledge de facto) and subjective knowledge (sense of knowing) [44,86], we
can assume that the relatively stronger sense of knowing we found among the E-teachers probably
reflects their higher objective knowledge.

Our findings point out that at least half of the teachers, regardless of their academic background,
choose environmental topics to include in their teaching according to their suitability for developing
students’ environmental citizenship, which includes influencing the students’ own behavior as well as
the behavior of others. This finding is encouraging. It indicates that teachers, regardless of the discipline
or the age of students they teach, expect them to become agents of change in protecting the environment.
Developing students’ environmental citizenship as individuals is a major goal of environmental
education [87,88] and is considered key for achieving sustainability. The question of whether these
teachers view PG as a relevant component of environmental citizenship is discussed below.

Two types of considerations were more prevalent among the E-teachers when choosing
environmental topics to integrate into the classroom: the connectedness of the topics to students’
emotions and daily lives, and the connectedness of the topics to their own daily lives, interests
and pedagogical content knowledge. This finding indicates that E-teachers were more aware of the
connection of specific environmental issues to their students’ lives and to their own lives than the non-E
teachers. Additionally, it reflects the fact that the E-teachers better identify different problems they see
in their surroundings as environmental problems. It also suggests that environmental background
and/or previous experience in teaching environmental issues increases the E-teachers’ confidence
to teach environmental topics and reflects a higher self-perception of being capable, skilled and
prepared to teach such topics in comparison to the non-E teachers. The findings discussed above
raise the question of why most teachers avoid including this topic in their teaching, even if they are
knowledgeable about the topic and its direct contribution to the environmental crisis. We address this
question further on.

As discussed above, the E-teachers differed from the non-E teachers in their more positive
attitudes towards the inclusion of PG in school teaching (Table 4). This finding suggests that an
academic background in environmental studies contributes not only to a better understanding of
PG as an environmental problem, but also to a better understanding of the importance of including
the topic in the classroom. It also indicates that a background in environmental studies increases
teachers’ motivation, willingness, and probably their teaching capacity and confidence in including
such a complex topic in their school teaching. However, the similar considerations of both E- and
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non-E teachers and the similar concerns that most of the teachers reported regarding engaging their
students in such a sensitive and controversial issue, suggests that knowledgeability about the subject
is not enough. Sociocultural norms and values, national pronatalist political ideologies, religiosity and
the absence of PG in the public discourse and in governmental policies serve as strong inhibitors to
teaching this issue, even for those who are highly knowledgeable and/or aware of the severity of PG
as an environmental problem. Additionally, the high motivation and willingness of the environmental
studies high-school teacher to include PG in her teaching, and the fact that she was the only interviewee
who actually includes meaningful discussions concerning PG in the classroom, illustrates how an
explicit inclusion of a topic in the school curriculum can create a positive attitude towards teaching
such an issue and using it to develop critical and systems thinking among students. It also increases
the legitimacy to debate with students on this issue.

To overcome teachers’ challenges of including the topic of PG in their teaching and encourage
the inclusion of this topic in the educational system in different countries, we identify two directions:
First, creating a lobby that would increase the awareness of the public and government politicians
about PG as a severe environmental problem is necessary. We call upon environmental organizations,
environmental academics and activists around the world to make an effort and publicize through the
media informed data about the consequences of PG on the world’s socioeconomic and environmental
future. This lobby could assist teachers by providing them with informed and updated knowledge
about PG as a problem, which can be used in the classroom, thus addressing any lack of knowledge on
the topic that some of the teachers noted as a teaching challenge. In addition, it would increase the
legitimization to address this topic within the school system.

In recent years, the efforts of environmental organizations, experts and activists to make important
steps in this direction have been spreading. For example, focusing on immigration, the Federation for
American Immigration Reforms [89] reviewed the environmental effects of overpopulation in the U.S.
and calls for achieving population stability by policy changes: “A larger population will deprive our
children (and ourselves) of the enjoyment of open spaces, biodiversity, and a clean environment and it
will jeopardize their standard of living. The time has come for Congress to adopt a population policy
that respects the realities governing our environment and quality of life”. Various organizations that
seek to establish an ecologically sustainable human population are active in other developed countries,
such as Sustainable Population Australia [90], the Population Institute Canada [91], the Israel Forum
for Population, Environment and Society [92] and the American Center for Biological Diversity [93].
The latter directly encourages a debate about how human overpopulation crowds out species and
hastens climate change through the unique and creative Endangered Species Condoms project [93].
To date, about half a million colorful packages of condoms depicting endangered animals have been
distributed across the country to encourage discourse about the link between human population
growth and the species extinction crisis in an innovative way. While addressing this project in the
school system might not be appropriate, in teacher-training it could be a fun way to increase teachers’
own awareness and understanding of PG as an environmental problem.

A second direction to assist teachers with the challenges of including the topic of PG in
their teaching should be giving teachers the opportunity to gain experience with appropriate
teaching strategies in order to engage students effectively in discourse about this issue. Researchers
and educators of social and science studies suggest three main strategies for teachers to address
controversial issues in the classroom: neutrality, balance and commitment [12,94], each having its own
strengths and weaknesses. In the neutrality strategy, the teacher acts as a ”neutral chair” and does
not use his/her position of authority to convince students to support his/her own opinion regarding
the discussed issue, hoping that the students will ”get to the truth” of the issue discussed [95]. In the
balanced strategy, the teacher presents a balanced picture by introducing a range of alternative options
of an issue to the students. The third strategy of commitment is the one most discussed in the literature
of environmental education, focusing on the teacher’s role as an agent of change that is committed to
promote his/her students’ attitudes towards protecting the environment [12]. Teachers who adopt
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this strategy are required to make their own opinions known at the beginning of the discussion [54,94]
so that their students’ will be aware of potential bias. Adopting this strategy offers the students an
opportunity to be critical and discuss various views concerning an issue; however, it may lead some of
them to adopt a specific view only because it is their teacher’s view. We recommend providing teachers
from different disciplines with opportunities to learn about and practice such strategies during their
teaching training or during professional development programs and choose the strategy they find
appropriate for them.

Science education researchers, such as Sadler, Chambers and Zeidler [96], emphasize that good
instruction of socio-scientific issues—in our case, PG—requires appropriate teacher training to address
the topic. This training includes teachers’ gaining a deep understanding of science content related to
the topic and acknowledgement of different perspectives held by students, their potential reasoning
patterns and moral developments. We agree with their claims, and recommend that such teacher
training and professional development should be implemented in all disciplines, not just in science or
geography education.

5. Conclusions and Implications

In conclusion, the study shows that including PG-related issues in the school curriculum depends
on the teacher’s ability to overcome a unique combination of barriers: content knowledge and
understanding of the problem and its implications; the teacher’s recognition of the relevance of
the subject to his/her own daily life, as well as to that of his/her students and the need to bring
the subject into the classroom; and finally, the teacher must overcome any feelings of incompetence
to address the dilemmas that the subject raises, and be able to lead a discussion and debate on the
conflicts related to the subject.

In an essay entitled “Perpetual Growth: The Next Dragon Facing Biology Teachers”, Hardin [17]
referred to what it takes for a teacher to choose to teach a complicated and controversial subject.
Referring to evolution, he wrote: “In many communities, it takes considerable courage to be a
good biology teacher” (p. 73). In light of the complexity and controversiality of the issue, Hardin’s
statement may apply also to teaching about PG. The “dragons” facing teachers can and must be
overcome. Encouraging teachers, from all disciplines, to include the PG issue in the curriculum
and equipping them with the necessary knowledge, skills and pedagogical strategies are among the
most important moral imperatives of the education system in a “century of declines” [97]. A review
of the scientists, who acknowledge the PG problem, warn against ignoring it in the national and
public discourse, and call for greater societal and research attention, shows that the problem is not
limited to Israel. Scientists from different countries, such as the U.S. [17,98], Canada [99], UK [36],
Sweden [62], Germany, Austria and Slovakia [100], as well as hundreds of scientists from around the
world, including developed and developing countries [101], are equally concerned about the reluctance
to address the PG issue. This issue should be addressed on a global scale, while taking into account
the particular local characteristics of the studied society to overcome the specific political, cultural and
ethical barriers that prevent recognition of the problem and look for ways to deal with it. We assume
that, to a great extent, the difficulties educators face in discussing the problem is universal. Therefore,
further studies on teachers’ barriers and facilitators to implementing the issue in the classroom is
tremendously warranted.

This study is a first step in identifying educators’ perspectives concerning the issue of PG and
their attitudes towards including this issue explicitly in the school curriculum. Despite the rich
results obtained in this study, the type of the sample we used (i.e., convenience sample) limits our
conclusions since we are not sure about the level of representativeness of the sample with respect to the
sociodemographic characteristics of the participants. Further research in this direction should make
the effort to mitigate such limitations and seek a better representative sample. It should also address
the objective knowledge of E- and non-E educators regarding PG (in addition to their subjective
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knowledge) in terms of understanding the consequences of this socio-environmental problem as well
as the environmental, social, cultural and political consequences of ways to address PG.

In view of scientists’ worldwide agreement regarding the urgent need to address the consequences
of PG on the environment and on human quality of life, and in view of the understanding that education
plays a central role in this direction, further research in this field is needed to find ways to convince
teachers that PG is a relevant, legitimate and important topic to introduce into their school teaching,
and to encourage them to do so by strengthening their motivation, willingness and capabilities.
Further research is also needed to explore whether the perceptions, attitudes, concerns and challenges
concerning PG that were found among the E- and non-E teachers in this study are limited to Israel, or,
as we described in the introduction, are of a global nature.
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